
                                                     John DiNardo . . . May 2013

 ~~ Why all the Global Mega-Quakes over the past Decade?

 ~~ Why all the Bizarre, Destructive Weather? 

  ~~ Why is the Geomagnetosphere Collapsing? 

 ~~ Why are Earth's Magnetic Poles Deviating Exceedingly?
                                                          

SYNOPSIS:
   The severe and extreme weather that has been afflicting Earth
for at least the past decade is caused by a waviness that has been
produced in the jetstream, as opposed to the normally smooth
horizontal contour of the jetstream (displayed on late 20th century
weather maps).
My observations of the jetstream over the past decade have
detected that jetstream undulations are steadily increasing,
A) in north-south amplitude, and
B) in east-west wavelength.
This extreme decade-long magnification of the jetstream's
undulations indicates that Earth's solid metal *inner* core has been
forced off of its normal center point, and hence, that solid inner core
has been revolving (rather than rotating) within Earth's molten outer
core (Earth's sub-mantle cavity filled with molten metal); and thus,
the effect of this stirring action is the deformation of Earth's
magnetic field lines, from a state of erect verticality to a state of
bowing [rhymes with knowing] verticality.
These vertically bowing magnetic field lines, in turn, are causing
the normally smooth horizontal jetstream to undulate, with steadily
expanding amplitude of north-south undulation, and with steadily
extending east-west wave length. This rollercoaster-like contour to
the jetstream has been enlarging over the past decade.
The root cause of this worrisome bowing of Earth's vertical
magnetic field lines, and the consequent storm provoking north-south
excursions of the jetstream -- along with the alarmingly rapid drifting
of the geographic positions of Earth's magnetic poles . . . all of these
ominously growing aberrations can be traced to what my observational
study concludes is a shifting of Earth's solid metal inner core off of its
center point, so that it no longer rotates, but it now revolves within
the molten metal outer core.
It is the growing accentuation of the molten metal outer core's
overcresting (like the overcresting wave on which a surfer rides)
which is causing this alarmingly rapid drift in the positions of Earth's
magnetic poles, because the flow of the sea of free electrons
impregnating the molten iron outer core is becoming a diverted flow,
as the molten iron outer core flow itself diverts from its normally
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smooth horizontal circular path. This sea of free electrons (each
electron being loosely bound to its iron atom's nucleus, and orbiting
loosely in the outermost valence band of the iron atom) . . . this sea
of electrons constitutes a sea of negative electric charge, and so, as
the outer core's whirlpool of molten iron circulates, like a hula hoop,
within the belly of the Earth, its sea of free electrons constitutes a
colossal circularly flowing circuit of electricity within Earth's swirling 
hula hoop-like outer core; it is a belt of electric current wrapped 
around Earth's belly.
   Physicists and electrical engineers know that electric charge in
motion generates an electromagnetic field encircling the path of
the charge's motion, like chemtrails billowing out and encircling an
airplane's flightpath. Visualize an airplane flying in a huge horizontal 
circle. Its billowing and enlarging chemtrails would resemble the 
shape of Earth's magnetic field, which billows out and enlarges around 
Earth's swirling hula hoop-like inner whirlpool of molten iron. Thus, 
Earth's magnetic field is generated by that sea of circulating free 
electrons flowing within Earth's hula hoop-like whirlpooling molten 
iron outer core. This hula hoop-like sea of free electrons is *the* 
generating source of Earth's magnetic field. 
   Once again, visualize that airplane flying in a wide horizontal circle, 
with chemtrails billowing out and enlarging around the airplane's flight 
path. Now, visualize the nose of that airplane suddenly pitching upward 
and downward, so that the plane no longer travels in a level circle, but 
it now bobs, or undulates, through its circular flightpath. What shape,
then, would those billowing chemtrails take? The billowing chemtrails 
would likewise undulate as the plane follows its wide circular flightpath. 
   That is the same abnormal shape that Earth's magnetic field has 
now taken on. With the ever widening radius of the solid metal inner 
core's revolutions within the molten metal outer core will soon come 
an overcresting of the electron-impregnated molten iron outer core,
so that a directional reversal in the overcresting flow (like in the C-
shaped curling, or overcresting, of a surfer's wave) will naturally 
reverse the direction of the outer core's electron-impregnated wave 
of swirling molten metal, and when the swirl of this electrified molten 
metal reverses direction, then the polarity of its resultingly generated 
billowing electromagnetic field will correspondingly reverse (from 
positive to negative, or vice versa) intermittently. I seem to have seen 
these momentary reversals now and then in time progression pictures 
of the magnetosphere trailing at the dark side of Earth when Earth is 
hit by a solar blast. 
   However, these momentary reversals are not the cause of what may 
occur in the future, which will be a full and permanent reversal of the 
polarities of Earth's north and south magnetic poles. That would be a 
catastrophic phenomenon that has occurred repeatedly, at uniform 
36 1/2 century intervals throughout Earth's ancient history. 
   This global catastrophe has been, and will be, provoked by an 
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incoming dwarf star which N.A.S.A. has long called "Planet X." In fact, 
you can find published on the Internet a N.A.S.A. document titled, 
"The Search for Planet X," by the late chief astronomer of the United 
States Naval Observatory, Dr. Robert S. Harrington. Dr. Harrington's 
long since discovered dwarf star. called "Planet X ," will be the very first 
celestial domino (punctuating yet another 36 1/2 century cometary orbit) 
that will kickstart the destructive chain of events which we are already 
seeing and feeling, worldwide: epic floods, droughts, heatwaves, frigid 
winters due to polar vortices, giant hailstorms, windstorms, earthquakes, 
and volcanic eruptions. This incoming Planet X domino is being 
irresistibly pulled into our Solar System by our Sun's great gravitational 
force field. As always throughout ancient history, this periodically 
intruding dwarf star . . . this celestial pendulum, on its chronologically
uniform periodic cometary orbit, seems to have triggered the consequent 
fall of the domino concerning Earth's core (which I have been thus far 
describing), and it is this Earth's core domino which is ramifying into 
this consequent litany of meteorological disasters that have been
plaguing the Earth for the past decade.
   Ancient historians, such as Pliny the Elder, recorded accounts that
were ancient in his day: that Earth's rotational and axial motion shifted.
Although it was many years ago, I will always vividly remember a
statement by my geology professor. He said:
"At one time in ancient history, Earth precessed on its axis!
 We don't know why!"
In this episodic discourse, a detailed explanation is given as to
the map-like congruence of the wavy contour pattern of Earth's molten
outer core to the wavy contour pattern of Earth's jetstream. Hence,
this explains all the wild extreme severe weather, of all types, that has
been afflicting Planet Earth over the past decade or longer. 

   From the H2 History Channel documentary,
   "Countdown to Apocalypse":
NARRATOR:
" . . . giving proof to the idea that a [magnetic] polar reversal may
very well be underway, just as the storm cycle of the Sun kicks
into high gear."
LAWRENCE JOSEPH:
"It is scary to think of the timing. As the Earth's magnetic field
deteriorates, the solar activity accelerates. It's just bad luck!" 

  Lawrence Joseph does not understand that the deterioration of Earth's
magnetic field is not at all "just bad luck." Rather, the deterioration of
Earth's magnetic field is a direct result of chronic solar hyperactivity
over the past decade or so. The Sun is the CAUSE; and this incipient
magnetic pole reversal is the EFFECT.
When Earth's magnetic field is
forced to become severely asymmetrical (by solar blast compression
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on Earth's Sun-facing side, and solar blast elongation on Earth's dark
side), then Earth's magnetic field, concentrated (like a fistful of arrows)
in Earth's solid metal inner core, forces that inner core off of its center
position at the heart of the Earth.
If you have a cork floating at the center of a bowl of water, and the
bowl is rotating on a potter's wheel such that the water swirls with a
center vortex or whirlpool, and then you blow air forcefully and
repeatedly at that cork, you can force that cork out of, and off of, that
center vortex.
Likewise, chronic solar blasts have been impacting Earth's magnetic
field, and the electromagnetic energy of those solar winds feeds into
Earth's magnetic field, following Earth's geomagnetic field lines which
extend from outside to inside Earth; thus this impacting electric/
magnetic solar energy feeds itself all the way into Earth's solid
metal *inner* core.
In the study of physics, this phenomenon of one electromagnetic 
energy field feeding itself into another magnetic field is a secondary 
effect of "transformer action," wherein electromagnetic energy, billowing 
out from the primary coil winding of an electric transformer, cuts through 
and couples into the electrically dead secondary coil winding of that 
transformer, and when an electrical load is placed across the now 
electromagnetically energized secondary coil winding, some of the 
voltaic energy imparted to the load is reflected back through the secondary 
coil winding and then back to the primary, or source, coil winding to 
actually alter or modify its electromagnetic source field. This electro-
magnetic "recoil" effect is analogous to the kickback to the shoulder of 
a rifleman as he fires, and this is a good example of Sir Isaac Newton's 
Third Law of Motion: "For every action, there is an equal and opposite 
reaction." 
   Similarly, the electromagnetic fields generated by streams of electrified 
particles (electrons and protons) blasted out from the Sun and streaming 
into Earth's magnetosphere . . . these solar generated electromagnetic 
fields clash with our geomagnetosphere to sporadically both intensify and 
attenuate the geomagnetosphere, electromagnetically feeding themselves 
into the focal point of the geomagnetosphere, at Earth's solid metal inner 
core, and thus, the solid metal inner core is electromagnetically forced 
laterally away from its geocentrality, so that Earth's daily (diurnal) 
rotations no longer keep the inner core rotating, but make it both rotate 
and revolve off-center. 
   So, it is the electromagnetic energy from abnormally powerful and
chronic solar blasting -- feeding itself into Earth's solid metal inner
core -- that is forcing that solid metal inner core laterally away from
its normal natural position at the very center of Earth. Consequently,
that solid metal inner core not only rotates at the center of Earth, but 
it also revolves around that center point. There is a major difference
between rotation and revolution. And it is the solid *inner* core's
problematic change in motion from normal rotation to rotation plus
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abnormal revolution that is now creating wavelike turbulence within 
Earth's molten metal *outer* core.
   Subsequent episodes will offer much essential detailed theory and
analysis underlying this alarming phenomenon, which must provoke
mankind to immediately prepare to protect itself from a long storm
cloud of epic natural disasters now inexorably approaching us on the
horizon of world affairs -- of which the world's power elite are fully
aware, and against which they are desperately constructing their
"one-world government."

Author's Professional History:
Following my service as a U.S. Marine aircraft electronics technician, 
I earned the bachelor's degree in science education from Kean 
University, specializing in physics and biology, (cumulative grade point 
average: 3.44 of a maximum 4.00), and received state certification to
teach all of the sciences in the high schools of New Jersey. My early
career involved teaching twelfth grade high school physics, six classes
daily.
   Desiring greater creative latitude, I reverted to my previous career 
in electronics, working for the following companies: General Instruments, 
Inc., McGraw-Edison Co., Bendix Avionics Corp., MCI Corp., Dynalco 
Corp., Tektronix Inc., Industrial Timer Corp., Mobile-Vision Inc., and 
twenty years with Bell Telephone Laboratories/AT&T Bell Laboratories, 
inventing, building, and operationally proving electronic circuits used 
in developing AT&T's commercial and residential telecommunications 
products. 
   During those years, I attended Fairleigh-Dickinson University,
taking courses in electrical engineering and in differential equations.
My work and studies in the mutually related fields of physics and 
electronics involves the principles of electricity and magnetism, upon 
which is based my theory that Earth's solid inner core is revolving, and 
that these globally perilous revolutions are being caused by the Sun's 
electric/electromagnetic waves sweeping into Earth's magnetic field, and 
that the root cause of this chronic solar blasting is electrical provocations 
fired at the Sun by incoming comets which are gravitationally ganged 
to a Sun-drawn incoming brown dwarf star from deep space, which 
NASA has been concerned about for the past third of a century.
- - - - - - - - - - -

   Part 2) Why the Geomagnetosphere is Collapsing

  SYNOPSIS:
The severe and extreme weather that has been afflicting Earth for
at least the past decade is caused by a waviness that has been
produced in the jetstream, as opposed to the normally smooth
horizontal contour of the jetstream (displayed on late 20th century
weather maps).
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My observations of the jetstream over the past decade have
detected that jetstream undulations are steadily increasing A) in
north-south amplitude, and also B) in east-west wavelength.
This extreme decade-long magnification of the jetstream's
undulations indicates that Earth's solid metal *inner* core has been
forced off of its normal center point, and hence, has been revolving
(rather than rotating) within Earth's outer core (the sub-mantle cavity
filled with molten metal); and thus, the effect of this stirring action is
the deformation of Earth's magnetic field lines, from a state of robust
verticality to a state of contorted waviness. These contorted magnetic
field lines, in turn, cause the normally smooth horizontal jetstream to
undulate, with steadily expanding wave amplitude and wave length
over the past decade.
The root cause of these perilous distortions in Earth's magnetic field
lines, and the consequent storm provoking north-south jetstream
excursions -- along with the alarmingly rapid drift in the geographic
positions of Earth's magnetic poles . . . all of these dangerous
aberrations can be traced to what my observational study concludes
is a shifting of Earth's solid metal inner core off of its center point,
so that it no longer rotates, but it now revolves within the molten
metal outer core.
Imagine submerging the candy ball of a lollipop in the center of a
cup of coffee, and spinning the lollipop stick between the palms of
your hands. The candy ball rotates, but does not revolve, because
it remains centered in the body of liquid. In your mind's eye, notice
that the coffee swirls smoothly and evenly around the inside of the
cup, without making waves. I verified this common phenomenon by
taking a hand-held electric kitchen mixer and, using just one rotary
beater attachment, submerged the rotating beater in a mixing bowl
filled with water.
These examples of a lollipop or a beater rotating, but not revolving,
at the center of a liquid filled cup or bowl, serve as a model of Earth's
dominant core flow pattern. The core is comprised of a solid spherical
metal inner core rotating at the center of a spherical cavity filled with
molten metal swirling in a circular pattern. 
The pressure exerted upon matter within the Earth increases with
depth. At great depths, and consequently great pressures, Earth's
metallic elements and compounds precipitate out from the nonmetallic
matter. Hence, most scientists believe that, at the very center
of Earth lies a solid, mainly iron "inner" core. Surrounding this inner
core is a mainly iron molten "outer" core. Surrounding this molten
outer core is a very thick (about 1,800 miles) magma layer called the
mantle. However, this discourse concerns only the solid metal inner
core and its surrounding molten metal outer core.
The main point to keep in mind is that, as long as the solid inner
core is centered, it will rotate, but not revolve, and therefore, the
surrounding molten metal within the spherical cavity will swirl in a
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smooth circular pattern, without being abruptly agitated, and thus,
without generating peaked waves.
The following is my theory as to phenomena of electricity and
magnetism influencing, and even determining, the occurrence and
the magnitude of various meteorological phenomena, such as wind,
rain, snow, hail, lightning, and temperature excursions which are both
extreme and abrupt. I believe that seismic and volcanic phenomena are
also affected by phenomena of electricity and magnetism.
An atom of any metal possesses electrons in its outer valence band
which are loosely bound (weakly electrically attracted) to the nucleus
at the center of the atom. Therefore, these loosely bound outer
valence band (orbiting) "free" electrons constitute a vast sea of
negative electric charge distributed throughout Earth's molten metal
outer core. Due to Earth's constant rotation, this sea of negative
electric charge is atomically infused within, and thus swirling with,
the molten metal outer core, just as silt particles would swirl within
the vortices of eddy currents in a stream.
Now, a major phenomenon of electricity and magnetism is that a
moving electrically charged particle, such as an electron, generates
an electromagnetic field which encircles the path along which the
charged particle is traveling. Visualize an arrow inserted into the
core of a metal spring or coil. The arrow is analogous to the path of
the moving electrically charged particle, and the coil is analogous to the
invisible electromagnetic field generated by the moving charged
particle. Another analogy would be an airplane generating a billowing
chemical cloud encircling the airplane's flight path.
We see the application of this electromagnetic effect every day,
around the world, in the operation of the common electric motor, 
wherein electrons are voltaically energized to flow through a copper
wire which is situated near a permanent magnet. Surrounding the
length of electrified wire that is the generator winding is a generated
electromagnetic field which is alternately attracted to and repelled
from a fixed permanent magnetic field. This push-pull action results
in the rotation of the motor shaft, allowing for work to be done by
the motor, such as rotating a fan blade or a food blender blade.
Returning to our visualization of Earth's smoothly swirling molten
metal outer core, we see that the free electrons within the smoothly
swirling molten outer core are as the free electrons moving through
the wire of a generator. Now, visualize the wire being formed into
a horizontal circle, sort of like a hula-hoop, with the free electrons
racing as in a circular racetrack. A similar racing sea of electrons
circulates within Earth's swirling molten metal outer core. This sea of
electrons circulating within the swirling core generates a powerful
electromagnetic field which billows out to encircle that molten metal
hoola-hoop as if the hula-hoop were threaded through numerous
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rings. It is the sum of electromagnetic field rings threaded through
the swirling circulating molten core -- like a horizontal necklace
string threaded through vertical rings -- which comprises Earth's
magnetic field.
                        John DiNardo . . . . May 2013
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